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Abstract. In the process of developing a domain-specific Chinese-English  
machine translation system, the accuracy of Chinese word segmentation on 
large amounts of training text often decreases because of unknown words. The 
lack of domain-specific annotated corpus makes supervised learning approaches 
unable to adapt to a target domain. This problem results in many errors in trans-
lation knowledge extraction and therefore seriously lowers translation quality. 
To solve the domain adaptation problem, we implement Chinese word segmen-
tation by exploring n-gram statistical features in large Chinese raw corpus and 
bilingually motivated Chinese word segmentation, respectively. Moreover, we 
propose a method of combining multiple Chinese word segmentation results 
based on linear model to augment domain adaptation. For evaluation, we con-
duct experiments of Chinese word segmentation and Chinese-English machine 
translation using the data of NTCIR-10 Chinese-English patent task. The expe-
rimental results showed that the proposed method achieves improvements  
in both F-measure of the Chinese word segmentation and BLEU score of the 
Chinese-English statistical machine translation system. 

Keywords: Chinese Word Segmentation, Domain Adaptation, Bilingual  
Motivation, Linear Model, Machine Translation. 

1 Introduction 

In the process of developing domain-specific Chinese-English machine translation 
(MT) system, the accuracy of Chinese word segmentation on large amount of training 
text often decreases because of unknown words. The lack of domain-specific anno-
tated corpus makes supervised learning approaches unable to adapt to a target domain. 
When extracting translation knowledge from large-scale Chinese-English parallel 
corpus, the poor accuracy of Chinese word segmentation results in many errors in 
extracted translation knowledge and therefore seriously lowers translation quality. 

To solve this problem, a few approaches have been applied to domain adaptation of 
Chinese word segmentation. (Zhang et al., 2012) indicates that adding domain-
specific dictionary to CRF-based Chinese word segmentation is effective for domain 
adaptation. In cases where no domain-specific dictionaries are available, n-gram sta-
tistical features are explored from large Chinese raw corpus to replace dictionary 
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(Wang et al., 2011) (Guo et al., 2012). When Chinese-English parallel corpus is given 
for developing MT system, words in English sentences may guide Chinese word seg-
mentation of the corresponding Chinese sentences (Ma et al., 2009) (Xi et al., 2012). 
(Ma et al., 2010) shows that combining different Chinese word segmentation results 
can improve the performance of statistical machine translation system. 

In this paper, we make improvements and extensions to the above approaches and 
implement two Chinese word segmenters, one based on n-gram features of Chinese 
raw corpus and the other one based on bilingually motivated features. Furthermore, 
we propose a method, by which the multiple Chinese word segmentation results of the 
two segmenters are combined based on linear model to augment domain adaptation. 
In this way, we obtain an adapted Chinese word segmenter for a large scale domain-
specific Chinese text. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the im-
plementation of the two Chinese word segmenters and then describe the method of 
combining multiple Chinese word segmentation results in detail. The evaluation expe-
riments conducted in patent domain are reported in Section 3. Section 4 concludes 
and gives avenues for future work. 

2 Combining Multiple Segmentation Results with Linear Model 

In the process of developing domain-specific Chinese-English machine translation 
system, a large-scale parallel Chinese-English corpus needs to be processed for trans-
lation knowledge extraction. There also exists a large-scale Chinese raw corpus of the 
same domain that needs to be translated by the MT system. For exploring these re-
sources to improve the accuracy of Chinese word segmentation, we attempt to take n-
gram features of the Chinese raw corpus and bilingually motivated features of the 
parallel corpus into account. The idea will be explained in more detail as follows. N-
gram statistical features of the domain-specific Chinese raw corpus are to be explored 
for adapting a Chinese word segmenter to a specific domain. And bilingually moti-
vated features of the parallel corpus are to be utilized as guidance for segmenting 
domain-specific Chinese words. In order to integrate the two kinds of features from 
different types of corpora, we implement two Chinese word segmenters based on n-
gram features and bilingually motivated features respectively and then adopt a linear 
model to combine the results of the two segmenters. The framework of the idea is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

In this paper, we implement a Chinese word segmenter based on CRF model, in 
which n-gram statistical features of Chinese raw corpus are integrated, called as CRF 
segmenter in this paper. Moreover, for using bilingually motivated features, we im-
plement a Chinese word segmentation system based on word alignment techniques, 
called as bilingually motivated segmenter in this paper. We will describe the two 
segmenters in the following two subsections respectively, and give a detailed descrip-
tion about how to combine their results in the third subsection. 
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Fig. 4. An example of bilingually motivated Chinese word segmentation 

alignment. Two directions of alignment processing, i.e. from Chinese to English and 
from English to Chinese, are conducted respectively. After that, the alignment results 
of the two directions are integrated by using heuristic grow-diag-final4. Let ai=< ei, 
C> represent an alignment from one single English word ei to a set of Chinese charac-
ters C. When the Chinese characters of C are consecutive in the Chinese sentence, C 
is regarded as a Chinese word. 

Let Count (ai) represents the number of the alignment ai occurring in the alignment 
results and Count (ei, C) represents the co-occurrence frequency, i.e. the number of 
times C and ei co-occur in the parallel corpus. Let Conf (ai) represents the confidence 
score of ai, by which we measure the possibility of ei being aligned with C when they 
co-occur in one sentence pair. The value of Conf(ai) is therefore estimated as in (1). 
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The algorithm of the bilingually motivated Chinese word segmentation is defined 
as follows. 

(a) Conduct word alignments in two directions by using GIZA++ and integrate the 
alignment results. In using GIZA++, each character of Chinese sentence is re-
garded as one word.  

(b) Calculate confidence scores of alignment results according to (1). 
(c) For each alignment ai=< ei, C>, take C as a word segmentation and the confi-

dence score of the word as Conf(ai), if the characters in C are consecutive in the 
sentence. 

2.3 Combining Multiple Segmentations with Linear Model 

We will describe the method of combining the multiple segmentation results of the 
two segmenters, which have been presented above. 

The n-gram features are extracted from Chinese monolingual corpus, while the bi-
lingually motivated features are extracted from bilingual corpus. The two types of 
features belong to different kinds of language resources. In order to integrate the dif-
ferent kinds of features in Chinese word segmentation, we instead integrate the results 
from the different segmenters which are implemented using different type of features 
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respectively. For this purpose, we design a linear model to combine the multiple seg-
mentation results for selecting the best Chinese word segmentation. 

We label boundaries between Chinese characters in a sentence with sequential 
numbers. Such an example is shown in Figure 5, in which the numbered boundaries 
are displayed as nodes. Bi

j denotes the Chinese character sequence between the ith and 
the jth boundaries in the sentence. 

From the CRF segmenter, we adopt the segmentation results in a 10-best list and 
take the probability score ConfCRFk  as the confidence score of corresponding words 
in the k-best result (1≤k≤10). We then adopt the segmentation result of the bilingually 
motivated segmenter as the eleventh segmentation result and the confidence score of 
alignment Conf(ai) is taken as the confidence score of corresponding words in the 
result. We designed a linear model as in (2) to combine the 11 segmentation results. 

 ),(),(),( 11,11101010111, jisegConfjisegConfjisegConfF jiCRFCRFji ⋅⋅+⋅⋅++⋅⋅= λλλ  (2) 

Where Fi,j denotes the possibility score of Bi
j being a word; segl(i, j) (1≤l≤11) is a 

two-valued function, segl(i, j)=1 when Bi
j being a word in the lth segmentation result; 

otherwise, segl(i, j)=0; ConfCRFk (1≤k≤10) is the confidence score of the kth segmenta-
tion result from the CRF segmenter; Confi,j is the confidence score of the segmenta-
tion result from the bilingually motivated segmenter; λl (1≤l≤11) are weights of 11 
segmentation results. 
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Fi,j is normalized into wi,j as in (3). wi,j is the normalized score of a word. We then 
represent the multiple candidate words in a lattice, as shown in Fig. 5. The nodes 
marked with numbers represent boundaries between characters and the directed edge 
<i, j>, from nodes i to node j, represents that Bi

j is a word with a normalized score wi,j. 
The best segmentation result should be a sequence of words with a maximum product 
of their scores. Such a sequence can be found by a dynamic programming, also called 
decoding for lattice. 

 

Fig. 5. An example of Chinese word segmentation lattice 

To train the parameters λl (1≤l≤11), we use Powells algorithm combined with a 
grid-based linear optimization method as follows (William et al., 2002). First, a point 
in 11-dimensional parameter space is randomly selected as a initial point and then  
the parameters λl are optimized through iterative process. In each step, only one  
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parameter is optimized w.r.t. F-measure of word segmentation, while keeping all oth-
er parameters fixed. To avoid local optimum, we select different starting points for 
parameter estimation. 

In this way, we obtain a linear model, by which the best word segmentation is se-
lected from the results of the two domain-adapted segmenters and therefore domain-
adaptation of Chinese word segmentation is effectively augmented. 

3 Experimental Result 

For verifying the contribution of the proposed method, we consider a practical case of 
machine translation system development. For this aim, the experiments are designed 
on the NTCIR-105 Chinese-English parallel patent description sentences. We carry 
out word segmentation on the Chinese part of the data by using the proposed method 
and conduct evaluations from two aspects, accuracy of Chinese word segmentation 
and translation quality of MT system. 

3.1 Experimental Data 

The data of NTCIR-10 provides 1,000,000 sentence pairs for training, 2,000 sentence 
pairs for development and 2,000 sentence pairs for testing. From the training set, 300 
sentence pairs are randomly selected as annotation set, denoted as AS. The remaining 
sentences are used as training set, denoted as TS. The purpose of this work is to in-
crease the accuracy of Chinese word segmentation on the Chinese part of TS and 
bring about improvement on translation quality of MT system. We annotate the Chi-
nese sentences of AS according to the word segmentation specification of the Penn 
Chinese Treebank (Xia et al., 2000). The annotated 300 sentences are then randomly 
divided into two parts, denoted as AS1 and AS2, used for training the parameters of 
the linear model and evaluating Chinese word segmentation accuracy, respectively. 

The Penn Chinese Treebank (CTB 5.0), including chapter 1-270, chapter 400-931 
and chapter 1001-1151, are used as annotated corpus to train the CRF segmentation 
model. 

3.2 Evaluation of Chinese Word Segmentation 

To train the domain-adapted CRF segmentation model, we use CTB data as annotated 
data and take the Chinese sentences of TS as a large raw corpus for extracting the n-
gram features. The CRF segmentation model adapted to the patent domain is then 
used to segment the Chinese sentences of TS and the segmentation results of 10-best 
list for each sentence are kept as candidate words. 

We also conduct word alignment on the Chinese-English parallel sentence pairs of 
TS and obtain bilingually motivated Chinese word segmentation results on the Chi-
nese sentences of TS according to the algorithm described in Section 2.2.  

                                                           
5 http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/ntcir-10/ 
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The parameters λl (1≤l≤11) of the linear model are trained by the 150 annotated 
sentences of AS1. At last, we use the linear model to combine the 11 Chinese seg-
mentation results and obtain the best word segmentation results on the Chinese sen-
tences of TS. 

To evaluate the accuracy of the Chinese word segmentation, we segment the 150 
sentences of AS2 in the same way and show the evaluation results in Table 1. We can 
see that the linear model outperforms the other two methods. Compared with the 1-
best of CRF segmenter, the accuracy of the linear model is increased by 1% both on 
precision and on recall rate, and F-measure is therefore increased by 1.257%.  It 
proves that the proposed method of combining multiple word segmentation results 
yields higher performance in adapting the Chinese word segmentation to the patent 
domain. We investigate the segmented sentences of TS and find that there are totally 
37,109,126 Chinese words. This implies that the slight variation in the accuracy of 
Chinese word segmentation is of practical value. Furthermore, an improvement in 
translation quality of MT system is expected to be achieved by the improvement of 
Chinese word segmentation. 

Table 1. Comparison of the evaluation results of three domain-adapted Chinese word 
segmentation methods 

Chinese word segmentation 
method 

Precision[%] recall[%] F-measure[%] 

Bilingually motivated segmenter 73.1312 61.4480 66.7825 
1-best of CRF segmenter 90.2439 90.7710 90.5067 

Our method(Combining multiple 
segmentation results) 

91.6650 91.8614 91.7631 

3.3 Evaluation of Machine Translation System 

We then develop a phrase-based statistical machine translation system on the Chi-
nese-English parallel sentences of TS with Moses6. The Chinese sentences of TS, 
which have been segmented in Section 3.1, are used here. The 2,000 sentence pairs of 
the development set are used in the minimum error rate training (Och et al., 2003) for 
optimizing the MT system. At last, the MT system is evaluated on the 2,000 sentences 
pairs of the test set in BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002). The evaluation results are 
shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Evaluation results of the MT systems using different Chinese word segmentation 
methods 

MT systems using different segmentation methods BLEU[%] 
1-best of CRF segmenter 30.53 

Our method (Combining multiple segmentation results) 31.15 
Stanford Chinese segmenter 30.98 
NLPIR Chinese segmenter 30.56 
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For comparison, we also use Stanford Chinese segmenter7 and NLPIR Chinese 
segmenter (ICTCLAS 2013)8 for Chinese word segmentation of the same data and 
develop MT systems using the segmented data, respectively. The evaluation results on 
the same testing data are also shown in Table 2. 

In this evaluation, we take the MT system using the result of 1-best of CRF  
segmenter as baseline system, whose BLEU score is 30.53%. Compared with the 
baseline system, the BLEU score of the MT system using the results of our method is 
improved by 0.62%. It proves that the proposed method not only increases the accura-
cy of Chinese word segmentation, but also achieves improvement in the translation 
quality. The BLEU scores of the MT systems using Stanford Chinese segmenter and 
NLPIR Chinese segmenter are 30.98% and 30.56%, respectively. So the performance 
of the proposed method is better than those of the two popular segmenters. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we implement two domain-adapted Chinese word segmenters, one 
based on n-gram statistical feature of large Chinese raw corpus and the other one 
based on bilingually motivated features of parallel corpus. To augment domain adap-
tation, we propose a method of combining multiple Chinese segmentation results of 
the two segmenters based on linear model. The proposed method also provides a solu-
tion to the problem of poor performance of Chinese word segmentation in develop-
ment of Chinese-English machine translation system. The experimental results on the 
NTCIR-10 show that both F-measure of Chinese word segmentation result and the 
BLEU score of the machine translation system are improved. 

However, the proposed method has its limitation. The proposed method cannot be 
used in the application of the Chinese-English MT system for segmenting input Chi-
nese sentences, because the corresponding English sentences are required by the  
bilingually motivated segmenter. In the future, we attempt to train the CRF-based 
segmentation model using the result of the bilingually motivated segmenter too and 
accordingly to achieve a word segmentation model integrated with the bilingual moti-
vated features for application of MT system. 
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